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ABSTRACT

Mobile malware has become a very hot research topic in the last few years, and this was due to the widespread usage of mobile devices all over the world. Like other systems, mobile devices are prone to different attacks that might invade user’s privacy and lead to private data leakage. Millions of Mobile application have been developed and used Worldwide, most of them are requiring permissions to work properly. The permission management problem is more apparent on Android systems rather than other mobile systems such as iOS. Some of these permissions might lead to successful security attacks on Android systems and hence lead to privacy leakage. To reduce the possibility of such attacks, many researchers have proposed mobile applications that help users to manage access permissions for their mobile applications. Most of the proposed systems lack the ability to profile users according to their preferences and do not provide automatic follow up with temporary granted permissions. In this research, we propose a User Centric Android Application Permission Manager tool called (UCAAPM), that provides an efficient and flexible way for managing permissions and profiling these permissions for each user, these profiles can be used on any Android device. UCAAPM will automatically follow up users permissions and grant/deny the permission on a scheduling basis defined by the user’s profile and according to his preferences. Experimental results showed that the tool works efficiently in terms of CPU, RAM, and power consumption, furthermore users are highly satisfied with using it.
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1. Introduction

According to McAfee Labs Threats Report [1], mobile malwares have spread rapidly in the last few years. This fact was also confirmed by Kaspersky Labs that have reported that the number of mobile malware attacks has doubled in 2018[2]. In addition, security researchers reported that the number of malware files has decreased, leading the researchers to conclude that the malware types have become more robust and immune to different Anti-Malware detection techniques.

Based on this, mobile malware has become an important threat that must be counterfeited. Recently, there has been many attacks aimed at breaking security of Android systems and are directly related to access permissions, such attacks are escalation attacks [3][4], in this type of attacks a component in one application might be able to indirectly access another component in another application via a third component that has access permissions. Man-in-the-middle attack [5][6] is another reported Android attack, here an attacker can relay and may also alter the communication between two parties. Inter-process communication call vulnerabilities [7][8] is another attack that allows a component to access the data and transfer it to
other components either locally – within the same device- or to an external server. Inter-process communication might be a basis for different security vulnerabilities including: hijacking, spoofing, as well as collusion.

The malware detection techniques -either static or dynamic- showed a very good ability to detect mobile malwares, a summary of theses techniques and their drawback are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signature Based Approach [9]</td>
<td>This method extracts the semantic patterns and creates a unique signature</td>
<td>It can only identify the existing malwares and fails against the unseen variants of malwares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permission Based Analysis [10]</td>
<td>Analyzes permissions required by applications and detect abnormal requirements</td>
<td>Permission based methods require second pass to provide efficient malware detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Machine Analysis [11]</td>
<td>Tests the application behavior and analyzes control and data flow which in sake of detecting dangerous functionalities</td>
<td>Analysis is performed at instruction level and consumes more power and storage space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly based [12]</td>
<td>Based on watching the behavior of the device by keeping track of different parameters and the status of the components of the device</td>
<td>The larger the parameters engaged the more the calculations required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taint analysis [13]</td>
<td>Tracks multiple sources of sensitive data and identifies the data leakage in mobile applications</td>
<td>Does not perform control flow tracking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulation based [14]</td>
<td>dynamically analyze applications based on Virtual Machine Introspection</td>
<td>Cannot detect new malwares</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen from Table 1, all techniques have some disadvantages that prohibits them from perfectly doing the job. In fact, some of the security enhancements burden is put on the shoulders of the users of the systems. Therefore, some efforts should be done to enhance the user’s ability to tackle security threats.

As mentioned before, some of these attacks are based on exploiting some vulnerabilities related to access control permissions granted to the applications, where users are often not aware about these vulnerabilities. To protect users against these attacks and help them manage their permissions efficiently, researchers has proposed many permission management tools and mechanisms. In our work, we propose a user-centric permission control tool for Android devices that relies on user’s preferences and will build a portable permission profile for the Android user where he can use it with any Android device.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, a literature is provided in section 2. Explanation of the design of the proposed application and its features are provided in Proposed model and specification section. The implementation details are described in Implementation and Testing section. The last section is the Conclusion.

2. Literature Review:

Access control has been improved in different Android Mobile operating systems, however it is still far away from achieving the desired solutions for end users. The latest
works on improving the Android access controls relied on either a virtual layer for managing access control or leveraging the security of the Android system itself. In this section we will spot the light on the most popular research solutions related to managing Android access controls and hence leveraging the Android security.

Most of the proposed solutions relied on providing a virtual layer for managing access control in Android systems, Peng et. al. proposed a three-tier Android safety subsystem that aims at protecting the Android security control subsystem. The proposed system uses the security control subsystem to control the other main parts of the Android system [15].

Liu et. al. proposed a fine-grained access control framework for managing access control on sensitive information relying on eXtensible Access Control Markup Language data flow model. Users are able to define their access policies for each application and access request to sensitive information is granted/denied according to these policies [16].

An access control application called Saint was proposed by Ongtang [17], the application controls the permission usage in the application runtime. A similar application called Apex was proposed by Nauman et. al.[18]. Apex protects privacy by allowing the user to selectively grant permissions when applications are installed.

Inverardi et al [19], proposed a user-managed approach that allows end users to specify their desired privilege levels. A similar work by Aron and Hanacek [20] was proposed and is built on a dynamic permission mechanism for Android applications. This mechanism prevented the possibility of privacy leakage by enforcing permissions to the applications on the basis of the files they work with.

S Bugiel et al [21], proposed FlaskDroid application that implements mandatory access control (MAC) on different layers in Android. The authors also proposed a policy language that is used as a middleware semantics of Android. RecDroid [22], is a crowdsourcing framework for recommending users regarding smartphone permission controls best practices.

Scoccia et. al. proposed an enhancement on trustability of Android applications by implementing a user centric flexible permissions manager [23], it allows users to selectively grant the desired level of permissions according to the specific features of the application that requires these permissions.

Away from implementing applications, Morles et. al. [24] proposed a new categorization for permissions in Android systems that might improve the permission management.

Most of the proposed systems use automatic techniques to control permissions based on different criteria including the user’s preferences. However, they do not provide flexibility in choosing preferences that made it hard for users to accommodate with. The user centric permission control techniques and their disadvantages in Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Apex   | Apex protects privacy by allowing the user to selectively grant permissions when applications are installed | • User grants permissions only when application is installed; will not be able to manage permission efficiently after that  
• No user profiling  
• No automatic follow up with permission management |
| 2  | RecDroid | Is crowdsourcing framework | • No user profiling |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>Scoccia et. al</th>
<th>Enhancement on trustability of Android applications by implementing a user centric flexible permissions manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|   |                | • No user profiling  
|   |                | • No automatic follow up with permission management |

According to Table 2, we find that the current user centric permission management systems do not offer a flexible techniques based on user’s preferences, this might be important in permission control and differs from one user to another. Besides, these systems are not designed to automatically follow up permissions and grant/deny permissions on a scheduling basis. In our work, we propose a flexible user-centric permission control tool for Android devices that relies on user’s preferences. The system automatically profiles these preferences and enables users to edit their profiles and to use them with other Android devices. The tool automatically follows the permissions being updated and performs grant/deny on a predefined basis.

3. Proposed Model And Specification

UCAAPM is a User Centric Android Application Permission Manager that will be used to manage permissions of different Android applications and their behavior according to the user’s preferences. To better explain UCAAPM and how does it work, we first explain the components of UCAAPM, then we explain the work flow and the interaction between different components, at last, we will explain some of the innovative properties of UCAAPM.

Components of UCAAPM:

UCAAPM consists of 6 interactive components as shown in Figure 1. These components are described below:
1) Application: It refers to Android applications that run on the user’s device, either newly or previously installed. UCAAPM works for all applications installed on the device and enables users to manage permissions and update these permissions on a need basis.
2) Package manager: The Android Framework API which is responsible for application updates, installation, and uninstallation. UCAAPM will invoke the package manager to get a list of all installed applications on the Android device, their icons, permissions... etc.
3) Personalized Mobile Malware Guard (PMMG): An interface that interacts with the user and android package manager, the role of this component is fetching metadata of installed and newly installed applications from package manager, and providing the user with an interface to decide what are the permissions that an application could have. PMMG will then provide the Permit-Granter component with the user’s feedback, which in turn will store user decisions regarding permissions in the rule database.
4) Permit Granter: The role of this component is to provide the PMMG interface with the metadata of each application, every application has its own metadata that is stored in the Rule Database, so Permit Granter can perform queries on this database. It also forms a gateway between the PMMG interface and Rule Database.
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The idea behind this architecture is to hide the Rule Database from the PMMG interface for the sake of better security.

5) Rule database: A database that contains metadata about applications that are installed on the user’s mobile. It will help building the user’s preferences profile and enables the profile to be transferred to other Android devices.

6) User: The Android device user who will be interacting with the mobile applications and will grant/deny permissions for different applications. The user’s feedback and actions will be stored in the rule database and will be used for future interactions and access control decisions.

**UCAAPM functionalities:**

Figure 2 shows the use case diagram of our UCAAPM. As seen from the diagram, the user of UCAAPM will be able to perform four functions listed below:

1) Login and log out: This security feature will prohibit others from changing the permissions’ status of the user.

2) Manage permissions: This will enable the user to manage his permissions by the following functions:

   a. View permissions
   b. Grant permission
   c. Deny permission
   d. Grant permission temporarily

![Figure 1: Components of UCAAPM](image)
3) And scan packages: This will enable the user to perform some security services from trusted third parties such as scanning packages against viruses and vulnerabilities.

Figure 2: UCAAPM use case diagram

4. Implementation And Testing:

In this section, we will explain the implementation and the testing results of our UCAAPM tool. The complete workflow of UCAAPM is provided in Figure 3. The figure shows the complete process that UCAAPM follows:
Implementation:

We used the Iterative model of software development. According to the functional requirements described before, and following the software development process in designing the tool by developing the use case diagram, the sequence diagrams, the class diagrams, the activity diagrams, and the package diagrams. UCAAPM was developed using Android Studio; the official IDE for Google’s Android operating system, built on JetBrains IntelliJ IDEA software and designed specifically for Android development.

In UCAAPM, we used Room database system to store permissions. Android comes with built in SQLite database implementation, where Room provides an abstraction layer over SQLite to allow fluent database access while harnessing the full power of SQLite. The use of the database is to store the user’s preferences in a rule based transactions and to use the profile on other devices without having to build a new dataset.

The interfaces where designed on a user friendly basis, the screens were designed to fit automatically for different layouts and the navigation between screens is done smoothly. Figure 3 shows the home screen and the logo of UCAAPM:
The testing phase is important to make sure that the product is according to the specified requirements and user friendly. A performance testing was performed to check the feasibility of required mobile phone resources (CPU, memory, and Energy). Usability testing was also carried out to measure usability of UCAAPM by users.

**Performance Testing**

During implementation phase and after it, different test types were carried out to make sure that all components are working correctly and efficiently. The code was optimized to gain the best achievable performance. Table 3 shows the performance test of UCAAPM while it is running. These measurements were done using Android Profiler tool embedded in Android Studio, the tool calculates the average CPU, Memory, and Energy usage for UCAAPM both in Foreground and Background.

**Table 3:** UCAAPM performance measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Foreground</th>
<th>Background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>90 M</td>
<td>35 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Low-Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Usability Testing:**

For the user acceptance test, we distributed the first version of UCAAPM on 50 users and asked them to use the application for a month and then we collected their feedback about their usage. The following questions were presented to users:

1) Was UCAAPM easy to use?
2) Are you willing to continue using UCAAPM?
3) Do you recommend UCAAPM for others?
4) How do you rate the performance of UCAAPM?
5) How much do you trust UCAAPM?

They were asked to rate the application in a Likert scale from 1 which is the worst to 5 which is the best. The Likert scale is shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The descriptive analysis of results is shown in Table 5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Standard deviation | 0.503 | 0.503 | 0.410 | 0.552 | 0.562 |

As shown by table 5, 92% of respondents found that UCAAPM is easy to use, 96% are recommending it for others. A lower percentage of 80% reported that they do trust the system; this means that UCAAPM is acceptable by users and trust might be increased by frequent use of the application by users.

Based on our performance and usability test, UCAAPM achieved the design requirements and the required specifications to manage user’s permission in a flexible manner while maintaining user’s preferences to adjust the permission handling process.

5. Conclusions

Android permission management has been exploited to launch some attacks such as escalation and Man in the middle attacks. These attacks might be mitigated if efficient access control management mechanism is enforced. In this work, we proposed a User Centric Android Application Permission Manager (UCAAPM) that helps users to effectively manage permissions for their applications. UCAAPM enables users to temporarily grant permissions and automate the grant/deny process. It also profiles user’s preferences and enables them to transfer their profile to any other Android device without having to reconfigure it again. Performance measures showed that UCAAPM works efficiently when considering memory, CPU, and power consumption. And the user’s feedback about using the tool were very positive and they are willing to continue using the tool and are recommending it for others.
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